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Abstract: Cognitive flexibility enables the rapid change in goals humans want to attain in everyday
life as well as in professional contexts, e.g., as musicians. In the laboratory, cognitive flexibility is
usually assessed using the task-switching paradigm. In this paradigm participants are given at least
two classification tasks and are asked to switch between them based on valid cues or memorized task
sequences. The mechanisms enabling cognitive flexibility are investigated through two empirical
markers, namely switch costs and n-2 repetition costs. In this study, we assessed both effects in a
pre-instructed task-sequence paradigm. Our aim was to assess the transfer of musical training to non-
musical stimuli and tasks. To this end, we collected the data of 49 participants that differed in musical
training assessed using the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index. We found switch costs that
were not significantly influenced by the degree of musical training. N-2 repetition costs were small
for all levels of musical training and not significant. Musical training did not influence performance
to a remarkable degree and did not affect markers of mechanisms underlying cognitive flexibility,
adding to the discrepancies of findings on the impact of musical training in non-music-specific tasks.

Keywords: training; amateur musicians; piano students; attention

1. Introduction

Human behavior is remarkably flexible and can easily be adapted to changing goals.
For instance, a person going home from work may remember that the milk got sour;
consequently, he alters the way home to come past the nearby supermarket and get some
milk. People do these quick adaptations so regularly that only when they fail (i.e., miss
the turnover) or see others failing (i.e., older people forgetting to pick up the prescription
before going to the pharmacy), they realize that cognitive flexibility is effortful and costly.
This does not only hold true for everyday life but also for professional life, for instance
as a musician. For example, the processes of music reading and playing require constant
adaptations to be made following a change of key, time signature, tempo, or loudness
shown by the conductor.

1.1. Musical Training and Cognitive Benefits

Recently, professions—and their inherent expertise-promotion owing to professionals
often undergoing extended training—have attracted much interest in cognitive psychology.
Given the concept of cognitive plasticity which refers to changes in the cognitive system be-
cause of prolonged engagement in a task such as learning to play an instrument, musicians
were found to be a valuable group to study. The obvious complexity of music making and
the high amount of training that professional musicians often complete [1,2], have inspired
the idea of a possible transfer of musical training to other areas of achievement—most
prominently to cognitive abilities. Despite the large body of research on potential associa-
tions between musical training and cognitive abilities (for a review, cf. [3]), the direction of
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its influence on executive functions has yet to be more thoroughly examined. Conceptually,
executive functions refer to higher-order cognitive functions, such as working memory,
attentional control, or inhibition of pre-potent, or habitual responses to achieve intended
goals [4,5].

A review of the existing evidence obtained in correlational studies on the relationship
between musical training and executive functions among children provides mixed results.
Whereas [6] demonstrate positive evidence, [7] was not able to observe a relationship
between the two constructs. Overall, some longitudinal and training studies with children
have suggested that musical training might be the cause for improvements in children’s
memory [8,9] and executive functions [10–14]. Finally, studies investigating neural corre-
lates provide some evidence for an impact of musical training on brain activity, at least
in children [15]. By looking at adults, [16] found evidence that adult musicians, when
compared to musically untrained persons, perform better in a test involving inhibition of
irrelevant conflicting auditory and spatial information. Furthermore, in a study that used
unselected student samples and a more continuous measure of musical ability, no evidence
for better inhibitory abilities was found, but there were some gains for working memory
updating [17]. Another recent study provided positive correlational evidence for an as-
sociation of higher general and verbal intelligence, working memory, and attention skills
with the duration of musical practice [18]. Concluding, the current empirical evidence on
the relationship between musical training and gains outside the musical domain tends to
support the predicted transfer effects only partially. Rather, these effects seem dependent
on the chosen empirical markers, for example, brain activity vs. behavioral measures or
study sample, for example, children vs. adults.

1.2. Transfer Effects of Cognitive Training

Recently, a couple of studies on cognitive plasticity have found a lack of transfer of
the skills acquired from training tasks to broader contexts, namely, theoretically and/or
empirically close processes, functions, or even tasks (e.g., [19–21]). Thus, these studies have
questioned the idea of plasticity of the cognitive system, rather than the effectivity of the
respective material and training (e.g., [22], for a recent suggestion as to why transfer effects
are so volatile). Yet, sometimes transfer effects arise, so searching for the conditions under
which trained processes transfer to other functions remains a valuable empirical quest.
In addition, the theoretical rationale that defends the existence of domain-general mecha-
nisms that work independently of paradigm and material still receives support, so the topic
is still debated (e.g., [23] for a task-specific approach; e.g., [24] for an approach assuming
general abilities). Therefore, further research seems necessary to disentangle the respective
contribution of domain-general abilities and task-specific skills on cognitive performance.
In some domains of expertise, an important promise of education has been the possible
impact of people’s ability to transfer their cognitive performance in one task to other areas
of cognitive activity or even broader abilities (e.g., [25] for research on bilingualism and the
discussion on preserved cognitive abilities with advancing age). Thus, understanding the
impact of training on achievements outside the trained domain is of great value.

1.3. The Current Study: Cognitive Flexibility in Musicians

In our study, we assessed the cognitive flexibility in participants with different levels
of musical training (e.g., lay persons without any training, except for having received music
lessons in school, and students of piano master classes) using standard cognitive tasks
to examine potential transfer effects from music-specific to less music-specific material.
We chose the construct of cognitive flexibility as it enables engagement and disengage-
ment in various tasks and goals and is therefore a relevant pre-requisite for successful
everyday activities.

We reasoned that, if musical training enhances cognitive function, it is likely that
cognitive flexibility will show broader transfer effects, because cognitive flexibility involves
all core executive functions (i.e., inhibition of formerly relevant information, such as
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stimulus–response rules used just before, holding currently relevant task representations
in working memory, i.e., keeping unfinished tasks available, and re-orienting the focus
of attention to new material, for instance when switching a task [4,24,26]. Furthermore,
if there actually is an influence of musical training on cognitive flexibility, the involvement
of several processes in that construct suggests that people may experience a broader impact
on their everyday behavior.

1.4. Indices of Cognitive Flexibility

We examined to what degree musical training enhances cognitive flexibility by as-
sessing two indices of this construct, namely, switch costs as well as n-2 repetition costs.
Both measures can be assessed using a task-switching paradigm (e.g., [27–29] for reviews).
Switch costs are measured as the difference between trials in which the current task is the
same as the preceding task (i.e., repetition trials) compared to trials in which the current
task is different from the preceding task (i.e., switch trials). N-2 repetition costs, on the
other hand, require participants to switch among three tasks. To calculate those costs, a n-2
switch of a task (i.e., sequences of type CBA, with A, B, and C denoting different tasks) is
subtracted from sequences of type ABA, an n-2 repetition of the same task. N-2 refers to
the task performed two-trials-earlier in the sequence that is supposed to be either different
(n-2 switch) or the same (n-2 repetition) than the current task. Switch costs are assumed
to reflect the proactive interference from previous task performance that hampers the
updating of working memory to fulfill current task requirements (e.g., [27,30] for reviews).
N-2 repetition costs, on the other hand, are assumed to reflect, at least partially, task inhibi-
tion of recently performed tasks [31–33]; this inhibition is employed to prevent accidental
re-execution of the task-set just performed, thus enabling people to appropriately realign
their attention to the task that needs to be performed.

1.5. Review of Literature on Cognitive Flexibility in Musicians

Evidence for a benefit of musical training for cognitive flexibility has been presented in
a recent study [34]; in this cross-sectional study, the participants (i.e., pianists and various
other instrumentalists) had to alternate between reading G and F clefs. Among pianists,
an effect of musical training on switch costs was observed in their first year of conservatory,
whereas other instrumentalists attained the same reduction of switch costs only in their
fifth year.

Contrariwise, a recent report showed that musicians had larger switch costs in a less
music-specific paradigm [35]. In this study, a number Stroop task [36,37] was assessed;
in the task, participants had to switch between indicating the number of digits displayed on
the screen (i.e., 1 or 3) and indicating the identity of the digits (i.e., 1), which were displayed
in a predictable sequence with a valid cued task switch every third trial (i.e., sequences of
type AAB, whereby A and B stand for two different tasks). The researchers assessed musical
training with a questionnaire that asked about participants’ musical training duration and
the number of weekly hours of practice. Notwithstanding, additionally to the differing
task (i.e., music-specific vs. non-music-specific), the switching frequency between [34,35]
was also different, which might add to explaining the diverging results.

More comprehensively, [38] investigated the relationship between musical training
and cognitive control processes (i.e., executive functions). The authors assessed six tasks,
of which we chose to focus on only two of the five switching tasks to make our point
hereinafter. These tasks comprised an auditory task switching paradigm as well as a
visual task switching paradigm. In the auditory task switching paradigm, the tasks were
pitch-height classification as well as timbre (i.e., string or wind instrument) classification—
both music-specific classification tasks. In the visual task switching paradigm, which was
non-music-specific, participants had to alter between a letter and a digit classification task
following a pre-cued alternating runs procedure (i.e., sequences of type AABBAABB [39]).
Musical training was assessed using the Ollen Musical Sophistication Index [40]. Like [35],
musical training was not significantly related to switching ability in both tasks (i.e., auditory
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or visual). However, musical training was significantly related to the assessed working
memory task, and there was a tendency for participants with higher musical training
to show a worse performance in the auditory task switching paradigm, which was not
expected. Altogether, the existing studies report transfer effects only for music-specific
material and they report no transfer to different switching frequencies or material. However,
musical training seems to benefit working memory.

At the time of this research, the existing studies had assessed only switch costs,
and these might not reflect all mechanisms involved in successful cognitive flexibility.
Additionally, Ref. [17,38] suggested that the aforementioned benefits of musical training
are bound to working memory involvement; still, in studies using cued task switching
paradigms in which participants are informed about the upcoming task by valid cues,
working memory impact is not explored because people do not need to rely on their
working memory to keep track of the task sequence.

1.6. The Present Study: Measurements and Aims

To complete the picture of the influence of musical training on cognitive flexibility,
we conducted a task-switching study that was based on a memorized task sequence to
maximize working memory involvement; in addition, this paradigmatic choice allowed us
to assess not only switch costs, that are costs arising when the current task is different from
the task just performed one trial earlier (n-1), but also n-2 repetition costs, referring to costs
observed when switching back to a task performed two trials earlier (n-2).

As switch costs have also been proposed to reflect the inertia of memory in that old
information prevents the processing of new information [27,41–44] rather than executive
processes, we opted for n-2 repetition costs as a further measure of underlying cognitive
flexibility. So far, and to the best of our knowledge, no investigation has been conducted to
examine the inhibitory processes of cognitive flexibility by measuring n-2 repetition costs
in a sample differing in musical training.

Thus, the present study, in which participants had to switch among three tasks, had
two aims. First, we wanted to investigate the influence of musical training on n-2 repetition
costs. We speculated that one of the reasons for the appearance of larger switch costs
among musicians in [35] might be a greater reliance of their participants on inhibitory
processes. Namely, musicians may employ more inhibition to suppress irrelevant tasks
and successfully switch to new tasks. Consequentially, this group might suffer more from
residual inhibition if they are required to switch back to a recently inhibited task.

Second, we aimed to test the influence of musical training on task switching in a highly
controlled paradigm with pre-instructed sequences that comprised all task transitions
(i.e., conditions) of interest (i.e., sequences such as ABA, CBA, and finally, CAA; A, B, and C
stand for different tasks). That is, in our paradigm, each trial comprised a mini-sequence
of five tasks (see Figure 1). The first and the last task were filler tasks, tasks that were not
analysed but instead used to get people started and mark the beginning and the end of a
sequence. Those filler tasks had to be performed on a stimulus set different from the three
tasks in between them. We included filler tasks to minimize restart costs [45]. Restart costs
arise at the beginning of the engagement with a new task and have been shown to increase
switch costs potentially and artificially. Furthermore, we chose to utilize a sequence of
three tasks because this specific number has been shown to not exceed healthy young
adults’ working memory capacity (i.e., participants would be able to remember the three
tasks [46]), even if people’s working memory capacity might be susceptible to individual
differences, and further increased by musical training [38].
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To investigate these potential differences in working memory, we ensured that each
stimulus would require a different response from participants, as these responses were
dependent on the task (i.e., all stimuli were incongruent). To further illustrate this concept,
we explain the stimuli hereinafter: Participants had to respond to the color of the stimulus
by a 3-choice response mapping, namely, blue had to be responded to by pressing the left
pointing arrow; red by pressing the down pointing arrow; and green by pressing the right
pointing arrow. Likewise, the print (i.e., italics, bold, and normal) and the script (i.e., Latin,
Cyrillic, or Greek) had to be responded to in a comparable, arbitrary manner. Through this
procedure, stimuli were in accordance with the principle that each feature (i.e., color, print,
or script) was assigned to a different response (i.e., the color of the stimulus required the
left pointing arrow, the print of the stimulus required the down pointing arrow, and the
script of the stimulus required the right pointing arrow). This stimulus characteristic
allowed for a closer look at the type of errors participants might commit, as each keypress
is indicative of the task that participants had loaded to their working memory. We predicted
that higher musical training results in better sequence memory (i.e., fewer errors) and
fewer accidental task repetitions, as musical training has been shown to benefit working
memory performance [38]. Next, we sampled participants from a wide range of musical
abilities to be able to detect differences when using a continuous measure of musical
ability. Regarding the influence of musical training on our assessed indexes of cognitive
flexibility, we reasoned that if musical training increases cognitive flexibility owing to
better inhibition of competing tasks, we would observe larger n-2 repetition costs and,
consequentially, larger switch costs. It is important to note that our task was designed to
measure cognitive flexibility, not fine motor skills. Accordingly, we asked participants to
use computer keyboards in our paradigm because it is a very simple motor task in which
we do not assume musicians to have specific advantages. Instead, we assumed that if any
differences were to appear, these would be generated by higher cognitive functions, which
are the ones necessary for solving the paradigm we devised and applied.

2. Materials and Methods

Ethic approval: The study was approved by the Ethic Committee of the Faculty of
Philosophy and Education, Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (2016/15).
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2.1. Participants

Forty-nine participants took part in the experiments (31 women, mean age 21.6 years
(SD = 3.4 years), with 42 right-handed). All were students at the Catholic University of
Eichstaett-Ingolstadt or at the University of Music and Performing Arts Munich (HMTM).
Students received either course credit or were paid 8 Euro per hour for their participation.
The students of the HMTM were all attending piano master classes. The reason for choosing
pianists as musically trained participants was to ensure comparability between our study
and that of [34], and the fact that pianists seem to be particularly used to musical task
switching; for example, they are often required to rapidly alternate between reading bass
and treble clefs.

Musical training was assessed with the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index
(Gold-MSI, [47]) using five questions of the musical training scale and two questions
concerning active engagement. The questions regarding active engagement were (1) the
number of musical events visited in a year and (2) daily time spent listening to music,
however those questions were not considered in the present analyses. The questions from
the training scale were (1) the number of instruments played, (2) the number of hours
practiced in a week during peak performance, (3) the years of instrumental training, (4) the
years of music theory training, and (5) regular daily practice; each of these questions was
measured by a 7-point Likert-type scale. Overall, seven items were taken out of the rather
broad questionnaire [47].

We calculated participants’ overall musical training scores by summing up the scores
from each of the five items to assess musical training. In our sample, we obtained a mean
of 19.2, SD 9.3, range 5 to 34, suggesting a moderate level of musical training.

2.2. Stimuli and Task

Participants performed simple classification tasks on perceptual stimuli (see Figure 1).
Those were a color classification (green vs. red vs. blue), a print classification (bold vs.
normal vs. italic) and a script classification (Latin vs. Greek vs. Cyrillic). These were
presented in random order in short sequences of five tasks each (see Figure 1). The first
and the last task required participants to judge a letter regarding its position in the German
alphabet (beginning (C, D, E), middle (N, O, P) or end (U, V, W)). Participants responded to
all classifications by using the left-pointing, down-pointing, and right-pointing arrow keys
on a standard German QWERTZ keyboard. Stimulus response mapping was fixed across
the experiment and participants. The mapping was as follows: the left arrow key was
associated with red, italics, and Cyrillic; the down arrow key was associated with green,
normal, and Greek; and the right arrow key was associated with blue, bold, and Latin.

Stimuli comprised the letters K, Λ, and Φ (for Latin, Greek, and Cyrillic), which
could be printed in normal, bold, or italic, and colored red, green, or blue; together,
these amounted to a stimulus set of six different stimuli, which were created owing to
the constraint that all stimuli had to be incongruent (i.e., requiring a different response
dependent on task context, that is for example left for color, right for print, and down for
script). Stimuli were written in Calibri 80 points and saved as jpegs with 96 DPI and a size
of 1280 × 720 pixels.

2.3. Procedure

Participants were tested in a single session and used group-lab desktop PCs. The PCs
were running Windows 7 and were connected to 19” flat screen monitors (with a 1280 ×
1024 pixel resolution) and standard German QWERTZ keyboards via a USB connection.
The rooms in which the sessions took place were located either at the Ludwig-Maximilians
University of Munich or at the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt. The viewing
distance was about 60 cm. Experiments were programmed in Eprime 2.0 Professional [48].

After signing informed consent, participants entered their demographic data into the
software and started the experiment. The instructions were originally displayed on the
monitor, but they could also be explained orally upon request. The stimulus–response
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mapping sheet was placed next to the participants. Each trial contained one sequence of
five tasks—the first and the last task always required a letter-position judgement, whereas
the other three tasks comprised the print, color, and script judgement tasks, which appeared
in pseudo-random order. Participants could take as much time as they needed to memorize
the sequence; once they hit the space bar of the keyboard, the trial began.

Then, the target stimuli appeared successively, and each stimulus remained on the
screen until a response was given or 5 s had elapsed. In case of response omission, the trial
was coded as an error. The first twenty trials were considered as practice, and feedback
was given only at this stage. Immediately after responding, the next stimulus appeared
(i.e., response stimulus interval of 0 ms). At the end of the five-task sequence, a new
sequence was initialized. The three-task sequences (i.e., not the first nor the last task) were
constrained to belong to one of the following types: either an n-2 repetition (i.e., color–print–
color), an n-1 repetition (i.e., print–script–script), or an n-2 shift (i.e., color–print–script).
Thus, the fourth task in each sequence determined to which condition (n-2 repetition, n-2
switch, or n-1 repetition) the actual sequence belonged and was therefore the only task
analysed.

All sequences (for each sequence, 78 occurrences were included) and single tasks
occurred equally often throughout 12 blocks of 20 trials. After each block, participants
were invited to take a short break; they started the next block by pressing the space bar.
Stimuli were selected in a way to ensure that only one dimension was assigned to each
response key (i.e., incongruent stimuli), and stimulus repetition was excluded.

During the experimental blocks, we asked participants to rate their own performance
on a 7-point Likert-type scale. They had to judge how well they performed in the last
sequence; how well they prepared for the last performed sequence; and how difficult it was.
The time points in which these questions occurred were randomly selected, and questions
were never repeated on two consecutive trials. Within each block of 20 trials, participants
were asked to evaluate their performance three times. However, since this paper focuses
on the differential influences of musical training on cognitive flexibility, these data were
not included in our statistical analyses and are reported in Appendix A. At the end of the
experiment, all participants were asked to provide information about their musical training
by seven items taken from the Gold MSI. Overall, the experiment took about 75 to 90 min.

2.4. Design

These experiments were designed to investigate the impact of musical training on two
differential measures of cognitive flexibility, namely, switch costs and n-2 repetition costs.
Thus, participants’ performance in the fourth task of a mini sequence was either classified
as n-2 switch, n-2 repetition, or n-1 task repetition (i.e., condition). The dependent variables
were reaction times (RTs) and error rates (ER). Furthermore, we split up errors by error
types and analysed % occurrence of erroneous task repetitions.

2.5. Data Trimming

We only analysed participants’ performance on every fourth task of the mini sequence,
and analyses were conducted by condition (i.e., n-2 switch, n-2 repetition, or n-1 repetition).
To this end, for RT analysis, we considered only the trials in which the second, third,
and fourth tasks were performed correctly (i.e., 87.4% of the collected data). Further, data
trimming removed all RTs that were either faster or slower than the mean RT by 3 standard
deviations (i.e., either 3 plus or 3 minus) in each participant per condition (i.e., n-2 switch,
n-2 repetition, and n-1 repetition; 2% of RTs were removed in this data trimming procedure).
Furthermore, the RTs were transformed by log10 to reduce the influence of overall slower
participants. On average, the number of kept task sequences (with the maximum possible
being 78 for all task sequences) were 67 for n-2 repetitions (range 40 to 75), 69 for n-2
switches (range 38 to 76), and 68 for n-1 repetition (range 52 to 76). Switch cost analysis
included conditions of type CBA and CAA only, whereas n-2 repetition costs analysis
comprised only conditions of type CBA and ABA.
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Concerning error analysis, we ensured that the errors on the fourth task were not
influenced by former errors by retaining only trials in which the second and third tasks
were performed correctly (i.e., 8.5% of the collected data). Error rate was analysed with
the same mixed effects model as RT data, using an underlying binomial distribution.
Regarding the error type analysis, we analysed the erroneous responses in the fourth task
of the sequence by its actual stimulus and the given response dependent on condition.
In particular, we were interested in the proportion of accidental task repetitions and how
these were modulated by musical training.

Data were analysed in linear mixed effects models in order to preserve a maximal
amount of information. We predicted the RT using condition (for switch costs: n-1 repetition
vs. n-2 switch, and for n-2 repetition costs, n-2 repetition vs. n-2 switch) and participants’
musical training as fixed factors, and the participant variable was entered as a random
intercept. Condition was additionally modeled as random slope. Data were analysed
using R 4.03 [49], the “lme4” package [50]. Data and analysis code can be found at
https://osf.io/5chwa/.

3. Results
3.1. Switch Costs

In our first analysis, we investigated the influence of musical training on the size
of switch costs. The obtained t-values, coefficients, and standard errors for fixed effects
can be found in Table 1 for RT data and in Table 2 for error data. Marginal R2 which
denotes variance explained by fixed effects (switch costs, musical training) was only 0.147,
conditional R2 that also includes random effects (switch costs, participant) variance was
0.279. Random effect variance was 0.003 for the intercept (participant) and 0.002 for the
slope (condition). Please note that data were log-transformed.

Table 1. Estimates for the mixed model on switch costs (dependent variable: reaction times).

Factor Estimate Standard Error DF t p

Intercept 2.99 0.02 47.2 164.61 <0.001
Musical training <0.001 0.00 47.08 −0.89 0.38

Condition (n-2 switch vs. n-1
repetition) 0.14 0.02 47.13 7.87 <0.001

Musical training × condition <0.001 0.00 46.89 −1.55 0.13
Note. DF denotes degrees of freedom.

Table 2. Estimates for mixed model on switch costs (dependent variable: error data).

Factor Estimate Standard Error z p

Intercept 3.31 0.33 9.9 <0.001
Musical training 0.02 0.02 1.18 0.24

Condition −0.07 0.34 −0.2 0.84
Musical training × Condition −0.01 0.02 −0.64 0.52

Overall, differences between CAA and CBA trials were present, at an average of
304 ms (SD 177 ms). Musical training had no significant influence on mean RT at all (see
Table 1) and did not affect switch costs (see Table 1).

Analysing the error data, we did not observe any switch costs (see Table 2), any influ-
ence of musical training, nor any modulation of switch costs by musical training. Table 3
shows descriptive RT data and error rates by condition, and Figure 2 shows a graphical
depiction of the RT data for switch costs.

https://osf.io/5chwa/
https://osf.io/5chwa/
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Table 3. Descriptive Values for mean reaction times (RT) in ms (SD) and error rates (ER) in percent
(SD) for three conditions.

Condition n-1 Repetition n-2 Switch n-2 Repetition

RT (SD) 1002 (133.5) 1306 (210.6) 1314 (186.7)
ER (SD) 3.2 (2.0) 3.9 (3.6) 5.0 (5.3)

Switch Costs (RT) 304 (175.3) n-2 Repetition Costs (RT) 8 (115.8)
Switch Costs (ER) 0.7 (3.9) n-2 Repetition Costs (ER) 1.1 (3.8)
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3.2. N-2 Repetition Costs

Our second analysis focused on the influence of musical training on the size of n-2
repetition costs; overall, we did observe n-2 repetition costs, but they amounted to only
8 ms (SD 17, see Tables 3 and 4). Marginal R2, which denotes variance explained by fixed
effects (n-2 repetition costs, musical training) was only 0.015, conditional R2 that also
includes random effects (participants) variance was 0.161. Random effect variance was
0.003 for the intercept (participant) and <0.001 for the slope (condition). Please note that
data were log-transformed.
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Table 4. Estimates for mixed model on n-2 repetition costs (dependent variable: reaction times).

Factor Estimate Standard Error DF t p

Intercept 3.13 0.02 46.92 166 <0.001
Musical training <0.001 0.01 46.86 −2.03 0.05

Condition (n-2 repetition
vs. n-2 switch) <0.001 0.00 46.17 0.05 0.72

Musical training ×
condition <0.001 0.00 45.77 −0.51 0.46

Note. DF denotes degrees of freedom.

However, we did observe an influence of musical training on mean RT (see Table 4)
but no interaction between n-2 repetition costs and musical training.

For the error data (see Table 5), we did not observe any influence of n-2 repetition costs,
any influence of musical training, nor any modulation of n-2 repetition costs by musical
training. Table 3 shows descriptive RT data and error rates by condition and Figure 3
shows a graphical depiction of these data for n-2 repetition costs.

Table 5. Estimates for mixed model on n-2 repetition costs (dependent variable: error data).

Factor Estimate Standard Error z p

Intercept 3.02 0.34 8.98 <0.001
Musical training 0.01 0.02 0.76 0.45

Condition 0.21 0.29 0.74 0.46
Musical training × condition <0.001 0.01 −0.29 0.77

3.3. Proportion of Erroneous Task Repetitions by Musical Training

Among all errors committed in the fourth task of the sequence, the overall occurrence
of erroneous task repetitions was 45.4%. Once again, we did not observe any influences of
the n-2 switches or n-2 repetition sequences on the occurrence of erroneous task repetitions
(t(41) = 0.484, p = 0.629)); musical training did not influence the occurrence of erroneous
task repetitions (t(41) = 0.599, p = 0.551)); and conditions were not influenced by musical
training (t(41) = 0.036, p = 0.973)). Please note that not all participants committed errors in
the fourth task and therefore degrees of freedom were altered.
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4. Discussion

In our study we assessed the influence of musical training on two markers of the
processes underlying cognitive flexibility. We provided participants with an experimental
setting in which they were required to perform small sequences of five tasks. Although
the first and the last tasks were filler tasks (i.e., performed on a different stimulus set that
was not analysed), participants’ accuracy in these filler tasks reached ratios of 97% for
both positions. In this study, we used pre-instructed task sequences because they were
presumed to maximize the positive influence of musical training on working memory [38]
in addition to assessing a sample with more variance in musical ability (i.e., novices and
experts). Additionally, we used non-music-specific tasks to investigate the transfer effects
of musical training into broader domains. We assessed musical training by five items
from the Gold MSI [47] training scale; our study participants had a score range of 5 to 34
(i.e., maximum sum of 35 points given the selected items).

Our results showed that we observed switch costs but no significant n-2 repetition
costs. Moreover, we did not observe any influence of musical training on switch costs, see
Figure 2 or on n-2 repetition costs (see Figure 3).

We hypothesized that the small size of n-2 repetition costs was due to two different
causes. First, recent studies have questioned the reliability of this measure, suggesting that
the effect occurs by chance [36,51]; thus, these studies highlight that it should, at least, not be
used when assessing individual differences. Second, numerous experimental features have
been shown to influence the size of n-2 repetition costs, among which chunking and explicit
sequence knowledge have been observed [52]. Koch and colleagues [52] let participants
work on small sequences of six tasks, and they analysed data from 16 participants who
were able to report four items (out of the six-task sequence); their findings showed that n-2
repetition costs in a condition that arranges tasks sequentially were significantly reduced
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compared to a condition in which no sequence underlies task performance. Still, although
their participants showed reduced n-2 repetition costs (i.e., from 147 to 32 ms), they were
not completely absent.

In the explicitly instructed task sequences used in the present study, n-2 repetition costs
were even further reduced, supporting the notion that n-2 repetition costs are influenced by
explicit sequence knowledge. Although Koch and colleagues [52] advocate that assembling
task representation into chunks of three items (i.e., mainly because they have a six-task
sequence) may have an impact on study results, this strategy was not applicable to the
present study given the used sequences only comprised three tasks. Therefore, it seems
that explicit knowledge about an n-2 repetition might be sufficient to alter the balance
between task activation and inhibition, namely, tilting the balance toward task activation
and reducing the need for task inhibition even more [33,53].

Interestingly, this change in task activation was not affected by musical training.
Although we initially speculated that using a to-be-memorized task sequence could boost
the performance differences between participants with varying levels of musical training,
we observed no such differential influence throughout the analyses. That is, neither the
size of switch costs nor the size of n-2 repetition costs was influenced by musical training
in both reaction times and error rates, only mean reaction times was. We hypothesize that
these results are due to our methodological approach of employing repeated tasks that are
known to reduce n-2 repetition costs [31]; maybe the experimental design was not sensitive
enough, leading to an inability to reveal the benefits of musical training for the measure of
inhibition employed in this study, namely the n-2 repetition costs. Likewise, our sample
was of rather small size compared to other individual differences studies, although we
included a highly proficient group, but effects were not detectable [38].

Does this imply that musical training does not influence cognitive flexibility as mea-
sured by n-2 repetition costs or by switch costs? We argue that, in our sample, musical
training was quite skewed—the median was 22 (i.e., quite high, given the scale ranges
from 5 to 35) and the lowest score was five. This means that all participants had at least
some musical training. On this topic, a previous study showed that cognitive flexibility
differences level off quickly once a certain training level is reached [34], and this assump-
tion may explain our results. Furthermore, although cognitive flexibility is often subsumed
under the term “executive functions” (i.e., the functions necessary for goal-directed be-
havior), there are paradigms other than task switching that might be more sensitive to
differences in samples that have been subject to prolonged training, such as dual tasking,
e.g., the performance of two tasks in close temporal sequence that require planning and
hierarchical structuring of task performance [54].

Looking at existing studies using task switching training, it has been found that
switch costs were hardly reduced even after prolonged training sessions [55], and that the
cognitive functions that benefit most from training are task-set retrieval and scheduling.
Those functions refer to configurations of the cognitive system more generally and do not
directly target the origin of switch costs. Instead, they can be regarded as adjustments to
the experimental situation of rapidly switching between different tasks by increasing the
attentional focus and episodic memory formation [56]. Currently, the theories addressing
the origin of switch costs highlight memory processes (e.g., formation of episodic memory
traces of successful task completion and henceforth the overcoming of proactive inter-
ference from those competing memory traces to complete current task demands). This
overcoming of interference might include higher-order task inhibition. This reasoning
presupposes episodic retrieval and proactive interference causes for the observed costs,
rather than processes of rapid task-set reconfiguration in case of a task switch. Nevertheless,
a theoretical integration of such memory processes into the construct of executive functions
has yet to be conducted (see [23,30] for first attempts).

This study had some limitations. First, we did not assess other well-known influential
factors of training gains, such as socio-economic status [17,57] or working memory capac-
ity [58,59]. However, our sample exclusively comprised university students who came
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from the same region, suggesting that it was somewhat homogenous regarding intelligence,
working memory capacity, and socio-economic factors. Second, although recent studies
comparing children receiving musical training to those not receiving such training [15] sug-
gest that transfer effects are present in neural correlates (i.e., neuronal efficiency), we only
utilized behavioral measures in our study. Thus, our study methodology was probably less
sensitive to subtle changes in the underlying brain structures. Third, we used students who
were at the peak of their cognitive performance, and based on a previous study [60], we ac-
knowledge that the inherent characteristics of our sample might have further leveled off
these aforementioned subtle differences. Finally, since research suggests that transfer might
be limited mainly to music-related material, a promising endeavor for further research
might be to include music-related as well as music-unrelated transfer tasks to examine if
and how transfer decreases with increasing distance to musical relatedness.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, our study found no evidence of a connection between students’ cogni-
tive flexibility and musical training when switching between tasks based on a memorized
sequence. Our results suggest that the benefits of musical training are rather volatile and
not so easily transferred to non-music-specific tasks if those do not tackle other compo-
nents of executive functions such as working memory [17,38]. In light of the literature,
we emphasize that, although musical training might be beneficial for music-specific tasks,
such training may not be easily generalizable to non-music-specific stimulus material.
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Appendix A

Analyses of self-rated performance
Performance could be rated from very good (1) to very bad (7); preparation to perform

the instructed sequence was rated from very good (1) to non-existent (7); and sequence
difficulty from very easy (1) to very difficult (7). Mean ratings were 2.84 (SD = 0.99) for
the first question, 2.54 (SD = 0.83) for the second question, and 2.85 (SD = 0.87) for the
third question, suggesting that participants perceived their performance as good, that they
sensed they were prepared, and that they did not find the sequences very difficult.

Ratings in the first and third questions were affected by condition (t(48) = 2.526,
p = 0.026, t(48) = 2.534, p = 0.012)), but musical training had no influence on mean rating
and did not modulate the rating dependent on condition for any question (all ts < 1.5,
all ps > 0.14).

https://osf.io/5chwa/
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